Why does spectrum contain discrete lines rather than continuous emission of entire spectrum?
7.1. Relate color, λ, ν, speed, and energy of light being released or absorbed by atoms. 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 66, 68, 70, 74, 76, 78, & 80] Nature of Light Bohr Atom
Calculate the energy of a photon released from a hydrogen atom when an electron falls from the n=8 level to the n=2 level.
Calculate the wavelength of a photon released from a hydrogen atom when an electron falls from the n=8 level to the n=2 level. 24, 25, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 106, 108, & 110 ] Quantum Theory Model of Electrons If light energy has both wave and particle properties; can matter also have particle and wave properties? E = hν = mc 2 hc/λ =mcc h/λ = mc λ = h/mv
Electrons can then have both particle and wave properties.
Standing and Traveling Waves
Traveling Waves Crests of water waves move across surface Standing Waves -waves whose nodes remain constant Figure shows four possible standing waves for string constrained at two end points shown by triangles.
Wave Model of Electrons
Electrons are in constant random motions. These motions are confined to regions of space. Using the mathematics developed by Schrödinger we can predict the probability of finding an electron in a particular region of space. An electron's waveform is called an orbital The waveform, or orbital, is described by a wave function, Ψ
Ψ 2 gives the probability of finding an electron in a particular region of space These probability volumes for electrons are called atomic orbitals and they have definite: From quantum mechanics electrons can be described by quantum numbers. Principle qn -n; distance from nucleus (energy level) the shell Azimuthal qn -l; shape of orbital (angular) the subshell magnetic qn -m l ; orientation of orbital in space the orbital spin qn -m s ; spin of electron Rules for Assigning Quantum #s Use these orbital to build up atoms of the periodic table.
Two differences:
(1) Shells are no longer degenerate.
(2) subshells levels contain different energy levels. Ionization Energies for n=3 (in V) Periodic Trends -Covalent Radius
Many Electron Atoms

